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GLP Intellectual Property Office
GLP breaks into the WTR 1000 listings for
the first time this year thanks to rhapsodic
reviews: "It is absolutely one of the most
reliable European IP firms. It is hard to think
of any improvements - it knows your business
and offers good quality for a good price, with
rapidity. Its outlook is resolutely international:
when you need assistance in many countries,
its excellent network is a major benefit." Filing
patents and trademarks and managing IP
portfolios are its meat and drink, although advice
on IP agreements and transactions is also well
informed. "Davide Petraz has a nice mix of
technical and legal competence, which is not so
easy to find. At every turn, he provides important
and valuable suggestions." The managing partner
draws on his dispute resolution know-how to
give patrons even more added value. Stateside
brand owners and law firms appreciate his US
education and experience.
See PS82 for firm profile
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GLP Intellectual Property Office

www.glp.eu

GLP is an IP boutique that provides a complete
range of services for the structured protection
of IP rights. It specialises in protecting
inventive ideas; developing and prosecuting IP
rights at a European, national and international
level; and assisting national and international
clients worldwide by analysing, managing and
enforcing their IP assets.

Since 1967 GLP has grown thanks to
word-of-mouth marketing among satisfied
clients which recognise its commitment to
delivering high-quality services; understanding
their needs, industries and markets; and
counselling them on the most practical and
efficient solutions that afford the widest range
of opportunities.

To assist clients at a top level, GLP
has developed its own anti-counterfeiting
system to monitor the Internet - from online
marketplaces to social networks - and our
team can meet and exceed every client's
expectations.

GLP's fields of expertise include:
analysis, drafting, filing and prosecution of
IP rights such as patents, trademarks and
designs at an international, European and
national level;
legal actions in the IP field;
economic valuations of IP rights;
portfolio maintenance and renewal;
examination of competitors' patent and
trademark portfolios and identification of
the scope of protection thereof;
development of technology, know-how
and patent protection programmes,
licensing and assignment agreements,
trade secret agreements, contracts and

"One of the most
reliable European IP
firms... Knows your
business and offers
good quality for a
good price"
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legal and technical opinions;
assistance with the transfer or acquisition
of IP portfolios; and
company training courses in IP matters.

The patent department, working together
with the legal department, is structured as
a heterogeneous group of attorneys and
lawyers with decades of experience in the
IP field. It deals in multi-disciplinary fields,
including mechanics, medical devices,
material science, biotech, chemistry, electrical
equipment, electronics, semiconductors,
computer software and hardware and
telecommunications. Clients of all sizes and
from industries worldwide trust GLP to design
strategies to defend their IP rights in the most
complex cases.

The team is highly knowledgeable and
continually up to date on local and European
IP legislative developments.

One aspect that distinguishes GLP is
that we believe that a book adds something
for good measure. Therefore, the firm keeps
updating its private in-house library of over
8,000 volumes, including the latest IP legal
publications from all over the world and
technical books from every different field.

We believe that intellectual property
is a fundamental tool for the growth and
development first of an economic system
and then of a national economic system. For
this reason, for more than 40 years, GLP has
written publications that are distributed free
of charge, and we continue to organise and
promote events, courses and seminars.

The team is registered to practise before
the European Patent Office (EPO), the Office
for Harmonisation in the Internal Market, the
World Intellectual Property Organisation, the
Italian Patent and Trademark Office and the
San Marino Patent and Trademark Office.

GLP's professionals are active
members of the Institute of Professional
Representatives before the EPO, the
International Association for the-Protection
of Intellectual Property, MARQUES, the
International Trademark Association,
the Licensing Executives Society, the
European Trademarks Association, the
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International League of Competition
Law, the International Federation of
Intellectual Property Attorneys, the
Centromarca Institute for the Fight against
Counterfeiting and the Italian Patent
Information Users Group.

GLP has an exceptionally international
outlook; in addition to Italian, members of
the firm are fluent in English and also speak
other foreign languages, including Chinese,
Japanese, German, French and Spanish.
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Main address
Via Luciano Manara 13
Milan 20122

Italy

T +390254120878
F +390254121214
E glp@glp.eu

Professional contacts
Davide Luigi Petraz
Co-managing partner
E dpetraz@glp.eu

Daniele Giovanni Petraz
Co-managing partner
E daniele.petraz@glp.eu

Other offices
Perugia, San Marino, Udine, Zurich
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